PLAYGROUP
SESSION 2016 – 2017

August – 2016

Theme:
- My Family
- Worksheet & Activity

Settling Period:
- Poems
- Stories
- E.P.L exercises
- Activities
- Games
- Art work

English

Oral
- Introduction of sound “c” with its vocabulary
- Colour: red
- Concept: happy / sad

Written work:
- Pre-writing
- Tracing of sound “c”
- Colour: red
- Workbook pages: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 22, 38

Activities
- Sandpaper letter “c”
- Vocabulary basket “c”
- Vocabulary basket of colour “red”
- Art work

Mathematics:

Oral
- Counting: 1 – 5
- Introduction of number 1 with value
- Shape: Circle
- Concept: big / small

Written work
- Pre-writing
- Tracing of number “1” with value.
- Shape: circle
- Workbook pages: 1, 2, 3, 24
Activities

- Sandpaper numbers “1”
- Indoor and outdoor activities
September – 2016

➢ Theme:
  ✓ Parts of body
  ✓ Worksheet & Activity

➢ English
  Oral
  ✓ Introduction of sound “c” with its vocabulary
  ✓ Introduction of sound “o” with its vocabulary
  ✓ Colour: yellow
  ✓ Concept: open / close

Written work:
  ✓ Pre-writing
  ✓ Tracing & writing of sound “c”
  ✓ Tracing & writing of sound “o”
  ✓ Colour: yellow
  ✓ Concept: open / close
  ✓ Workbook pages: 1, 2, 8, 9, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 39, 55
  ✓ Copy pages: 1 – 10.

Activities
  ✓ Sandpaper letter “c & o”
  ✓ Vocabulary basket of “c & o”
  ✓ Vocabulary basket of colour “yellow”
  ✓ Colour tablet box
  ✓ Art work
  ✓ Indoor & outdoor activates.

➢ Mathematics:
  Oral
  ✓ Counting: 1 – 5
  ✓ Introduction of number “1” with value
  ✓ Introduction of number “2” with value
  ✓ Shape: square
  ✓ Concept: big / small

Written work
  ✓ Tracing and writing of number “1 & 2”.
  ✓ Colouring: water set
  ✓ Shape: square
  ✓ concept: big / small
  ✓ Workbook pages: 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 19, 34
  ✓ Copy pages 1 – 13
Activities
✓ Sandpaper numbers “1 & 2”
✓ Indoor and outdoor activities
✓ Sorting objects related to the numbers “1 & 2”
✓ Art work

اردو

_activities_

**Activities**
- Sandpaper numbers “1 & 2”
- Indoor and outdoor activities
- Sorting objects related to the numbers “1 & 2”
- Art work
❑ October – 2016

➢ Theme:
  ✓ Healthy & Junk food
  ✓ Worksheet & Activity

➢ English

  Oral
  ✓ Introduction of sound “l” with its vocabulary
  ✓ Introduction of sound “a” with its vocabulary
  ✓ Colour: blue
  ✓ Concept: clean / dirty

  Written work:
  ✓ Tracing & writing of sound “l”
  ✓ Tracing & writing of sound “a”
  ✓ Colour: blue
  ✓ Concept: clean / dirty
  ✓ Workbook pages: 11, 15, 16, 17, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 49, 63, 75.

Activities
  ✓ Sandpaper letter “l & a”
  ✓ Vocabulary basket of “l & a”
  ✓ Vocabulary basket of colour “blue”
  ✓ Colour tablet box
  ✓ Art work

➢ Mathematics:

  Oral
  ✓ Counting: 1 – 10
  ✓ Introduction of number “3” with value
  ✓ Introduction of number “4” with value
  ✓ Shape: triangle

  Written work
  ✓ Tracing and writing of number “3”
  ✓ Tracing and writing of number “4”
  ✓ Colouring: sofa set
  ✓ Shape: triangle
  ✓ concept: big / small
  ✓ Workbook pages: 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 72
  ✓ Copy pages: 7, 14 – 27
Activities
✓ Sandpaper numbers “3 & 4”
✓ Indoor and outdoor activities
✓ Sorting objects related to the numbers “3 & 4”

اروو
November – 2016

Theme:
- Animals
- Worksheet & Activity

English
Oral
- Introduction of sound “d”
- Introduction of sound “g”
- Concept: in / out

Written work:
- Tracing & writing of sound “d”
- Tracing & writing of sound “g”
- Concept: in / out
- Workbook pages: 10, 12, 13, 14, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 83

Activities
- Sandpaper letter “d & g”
- Vocabulary basket of “d & g”
- Colour tablet box (red, yellow, blue)
- Indoor & outdoor activities
- Art work

Mathematics:
Oral
- Counting: 1 – 10
- Introduction of number “5” with value
- Shape: rectangle
- Concept: full / empty

Written work
- Tracing and writing of number “5”.
- Colouring: jewellery set
- Shape: rectangle
- Concept: full / empty
- Workbook pages: 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 48, 55, 73
- Copy pages: 28 – 37
Activities
- Sandpaper number "5"
- Indoor and outdoor activities
- Sorting objects related to the number "5"